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“For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and they
will become one flesh.” (Genesis 2:24 NIV)
Here are some marital values to remember in keeping your marital bond secure. Marriage
is…
…a commitment between a man and woman
…a supportive effort amongst equal partners
…a gift from God
…designed by God
…intended to be a relationship of growing openness
…submission by both partners
…each one is a servant to the other
…a diversity of roles within equal partnership
…partnership completing the other
…a spiritual, emotional, and physical union
…a healing salve to historical wounds
…a safe and pleasurable relationship for normal and natural desires
…a union of positive influence for a partner who has yet to find Jesus.
*(Ge. 2:24; Eph. 5:21-33; Ez. 9:2; Eph. 5:27; 1 Cor. 7:1-2)

8 Things You Should Never Say to Your Spouse
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Refraining from saying certain things is just as important as what we say.
By Sara Debbie Gutfreund
We didn't know the newlywed couple very well but friends of ours had asked us to invite
them over. It took less than a minute of dinner table conversation to see that they weren't
getting along very well.

When I asked them how they met, they immediately launched into an argument about
it. That's not how it happened. Yes, it is. No it's not. You're wrong. I asked you to stop
saying that to me all the time.
At first my husband and I just sat there in a state of mild shock and growing discomfort.
Then I tried interrupting them: "Um, guys, it's okay. It doesn't really matter how you met.
Do you want some rugelach maybe?"
They turned to look at me in surprise and then the husband said, as the wife simultaneously
reached out for a chocolate rugelach: "No thanks, we're watching our weight." He then
glared at his new wife as she ate.
"I think I'll go get some fruit for everyone," I said brightly.
"I'll help you," my husband said quickly, and we escaped to the kitchen to try to figure out
what to do.
Sometimes a couple descends into this cycle of hostility and bickering because they don't
know how to communicate with each other. Refraining from saying certain things is just as
important as what we say. Here are the top eight things we should never say to our spouses.
1. "What is wrong with you?" This is often said in moments of frustration, but instead of

getting our spouses to recognize something they did wrong, this question implies that
they are inherently flawed. It causes pain that can linger even after it is forgiven.

2. "Forget it, I'll do it myself." This communicates to our spouses that we have no

patience for them, doubt their competence and on top of that, want to make them feel
badly about their failure to complete a task.

3. "You never _____ or you always _____.” The words never and always should be used

only if they are accurate. He is 'always' a hundred percent of the time late? She
'never' appreciates him? Besides being imprecise, these words usually decrease a
person's motivation to change and create additional resentment.

4. "That's all you bought/did/made?" If you are dissatisfied with something your spouse

did, take a step back. Consider how hard they worked on it and instead of attacking
them, first appreciate what they did do by thanking them. Then you can explain that
you had a different expectation and discuss how to handle the situation.

5. "But you did the same thing." This is usually said when a spouse expresses that he was

hurt by something, and instead of apologizing we go right into defense mode. And say
things like "but that's what you do to me " or "you did the exact same thing." Even if
it's true, it's not helpful or relevant. Apologize and move on.

6. "Whatever." Some of us think that this expression conveys that we are flexible and

laid back. But answering a spouse's question this way just basically says "I don't care
about you or what you are asking me." Give a real answer and appreciate that you are
being asked.

7. "We never go anywhere or do anything." Besides the presence of the unhelpful "never"

in this sentence, there is also implied blame. If you want to go somewhere or do
something fun with your spouse then suggest some ideas and plan together. Don't place
all the responsibility onto your spouse. It's not her or his job to entertain you.

8. "Why can't you be more like ____?” Never compare your spouse to anyone else. This

conveys the message: I wish I would have married someone else. Not only is this deeply
hurtful, but it also erodes that basic sense of trust a marriage should have. No one else
should be in your marriage besides the two of you. And we don't know even half of
what is really happening in other people's homes; be careful what you wish for even if
you are not expressing it out loud.
That newlywed couple who visited our home got divorced later that year. I wish I had known
then how to help them, but I learned a crucial lesson: stop the cycle of disagreements before
it gets out of control. Sometimes all it takes is one hurtful comment, repeated over and over,
to destroy a relationship. And sometimes all it takes is one hurtful comment that we resolve
not to say again to re-build.
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